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INTRODUCTION 
In 1980, prior to the completion of EPCOT, a major study was conducted 
to measure potential interest in visiting both, a Universal Studios Tour 
in Orlando and EPCOT, and how these parks would impact existing attractions. 
This study was conducted over several months -amongst 1,021 overnight 
visitors to Orlando, and utilized verbal descriptions and audio tapes to 
describe both the Universal concept and that of EPCOT. 
The results of this 1980 study indicated extremely high interest in both 
Universal and EPCOT, and strong opportunity for both attractions. However, 
EPCOT has since opened, creating a condition that obviously must be 
addressed in evaluating the current level of opportunity for Universal 
Studios Tour Florida. 
~ 
To determine the potential impact of the new marketplac~reality in 
Orlando, it was decided to repeat the basic study amo~overnight 
visitors to Orlando, utilizing the same questionnaire procedures as 
feasible and interviewing over a multi-month time span to cover possible 
variation by time period. Further, as EPCOT is already a reality, it 
was also felt important to represent the feelings of people who had 
already visited the attraction as well as those planning to visit. Thus, 
our sampling plan included both types of visitors. 
1 
( Given the sampling approach and the existance of EPCOT, it was felt 
essential that the Universal Studios Tour Florida concept be shown in 
a thorough manner that clearly conveyed the experience that people 
would have at this attraction. To accomplish this communication in a 
concise and effective manner, a 12 minute audio-visual tape was 
created. Thus, while in the original study a written concept and audio-
tape was used to describe the concept, in this follow-up study a video 
tape was employed. 
As initial decisions must be addressed prior to completion of all 600 
interviews, it was decided to issue an interim report based on the 250 
respondents questioned in the r1arch/April time period, recognizing that 
the sample size reduces our ability to look at sub-groups in a definitive 
manner and does not reflect all time periods of concern. However, the 
base of 250 is adequate to draw initial implications -- especially 
considering that about two-thirds of these respondents had already 
experienced EPCOT. 
2 
METHOD 
RESEARCH DESIGN - TOTAL STUDY 
Randomized personal interviews consisting of a screening interview 
to identify target consumers, and a full interview among these people. 
SAMPLE 
WHO: 600 adult male and female overnight visitors 
to the Orlando area for vacation or combined 
vacation, business or personal reasons. 
- Two-thirds of the interviews among 
people who have already visited EPCOT; 
one-third among those who plan to go. 
Interviews conducted among visitors 
to hotels and motels of various sizes, 
as well as to campgrounds in the Orlando 
area. 
HOW: Respondents recruited in public area of hotels, 
motels and campgrounds, and interviewed in a 
motor home. To enhance cooperation, participants 
given a $15.00 gratuity. 
WHEN: 
Interviewing conducted 7 days a week, during the 
morning, afternoon and evening hours. Locations 
rotated and changed on a daily basis. 
To provide seasonal representation, interviews 
conducted over a four month period. 
Data to be weighted as necessary to reflect the 
profile of overnight -Orlando visitors. 
March 17 - July 15, 1983 
200 interviews March 17 - April 14 
200 interviews April 16 - June 15 
200 interviews.June 16- July 15 
3 
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INTERIM REPORT PROCEDURE 
• Analysis of the first 250 interviews completed in the 
March/April 1983 period. 
• Sample weighting not employed for this interim report 
as initial analyses of acceptance levels indicated 
little difference by various demographic or socio-
economic variables. 
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SUMMARY 
Results on the first 250 interviews completed indicate that 
USTF remains an extremely strong concept, even after the opening 
of EPCOT and in light of the current economic environment. 
- 77% of all respondents indicated definite 
interest in visiting USTF, and virtually no 
one expressed disinterest. Interest was 
high across all key sub-groups. 
- The level of definite interest expressed for 
USTF was significantly higher now than it was 
in .1980 (77% vs. 69%, respectively). 
- USTF received the highest allocation of time 
of any of the major attractions measured, 
drawing visitation time away from Magic Kingdom 
and EPCOT, as well as other attractions. 
In total, 94% of our respondents selected USTF 
as one of their top three choices to visit. This 
compares to 82% in 1980. Further, 60% picked USTF 
as first choice versus 24% in 1980. 
- Virtually all respondents indicated they would 
definitely visit USTF even if either time or funds 
were limited. 
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About half of our respondents felt that the 
presence of USTF would provide a reason for 
either spending more time in Orlando or for 
making another trip to the area. 
The strong performance for USTF appears to stem from several 
elements: 
It fully satisfies people's need to see an 
attraction as being well-run and a good value 
for the money. 
Via its combintion of live shows, audience 
participation and the tram ride, it provides a 
unique ~xperience vis-a-vis the Disney attractions, 
and a perception of all-family appeal. 
The glamour and excitement of movies, and movie-
making. 
At this point in the survey, we see less enthusiasm for EPCOT than 
we saw in the concept stage in 1980. However, we must also note 
that almost everyone has visited EPCOT or plans to -- an indication 
of the initial interest generated by this attraction. Further, 
while WOW does not score as highly this time, interest in attendance 
remains high and it continues to be a prime draw for the market. 
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Thus, while there is no doubt that people will continue to go 
to the Disney attractions and that they will remain a driving force 
in the market, it does appear that people spending a fair amount 
of time in Orlando are seeking new sources of entertainment that 
will offer the quality of a Disney experience but which will also 
offer a different point of view and a greater variety of experience. 
In net, given the ability of Orlando in general and WDW/EPCOT 
specifically to continue to draw visitors, even in weak economic 
times, and the very strong performance of the USTF concept, the data 
suggest an even better opportunity in 1983 than seen in 1980. These 
data indicate that it is highly likely that USTF will become one 
of the primary attractions in Orlando, and can likely contribute to 
expanding the total entertainment marketplace there. 
FINDINGS 
I DETAILED FINDINGS I 
A. OVERALL REACTION TO CONCEPT 
1. Intention to Visit (Tables 1 and 2) 
After screening for eligibility, and questioned regarding 
theme park visitation and plans for existing attractions, 
respondents were shown an audio-visual tape describing 
USTF (Universal Studios Tour Florida). 
Following this, they were given the admission cost for 
the tour and asked to indicate how likely they would be 
to visit USTF on a 5-point scale ranging from "definitely 
would 11 to "definitely would not 11 visit. This same 
procedure was utilized in 1980; however, the stimulus at 
that time consisted of a detailed concept read by the 
respondent in conjunction with a narration on audio tape. 
It is encouraging to note that despite the opening of EPCOT 
and recessionary problems, the current study indicates an extremely 
high level of positive interest in USTF -- even higher than in 1980. 
- The vast majority of people exposed to the 
concept (77%) expressed a definite interest 
in visiting USTF. 
8 
{. ·. The current interest in visiting USTF is 
significantly higher than the level exhibited 
three years ago (69%). 
Importantly, interest in USTF is broad based, with high 
levels of appeal, among all key sub-groups. 
Moreover, interest was as high among those who had visited 
EPCOT as among those who plan to visit. Thus, the actuality 
of EPCOT has, if anything, improved interest in the Universal 
park over 1980 levels. 
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Table 1 
EXPRESSED INTEREST IN 
' VISITING UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
(Base: Total Sample) 
Definitely would visit 
Probably would visit 
Might or might not visit 
Probably would not visit 
Definitely would not visit 
No answer 
1983 
(250) 
Cl 
/o 
@] 
19 
3 
1 
* 
1980 
(1,021) 
% 
69 
25 
4 
1 
1 
o = Significantly higher at the 95% level of confidence. 
* = Less than one-half of one percent . 
• 10 
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Table 2 
1983 EXPRESSED IN-TEREST IN 
VISITI NG UN fVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
BY KEY SUB-GROUPS 
Total Sample 
Age 
29 or younger 
30-49 
50+ 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
EPCOT Experience 
Already visited 
Plan to visit 
Plan to Revisit Orlando 
Next 2 years 
2 or more years 
(Base) 
(250) 
(103) 
(92) 
(55) 
(1i8) 
(132) 
( 160) /i '1 
(96 a..sL , 
(154) 
(90 
~ 
Percent Saying 
.. Definitely .. 
Would Visit 
77% 
78 
75 
80 
75 
80 
77 
79 
~ 
69 
o = Significantly higher at the 95% level of confidence. 
11 
2. Time Allocations for Orlando Attractions (Tables 3-5) 
In ord~r to obtain initial insight into the potential 
competitive impact of USTF on existing attractions, 
respondents were asked a series of questions regarding 
how time would be allocated among select entertainment 
alternatives, using a constant sum* approach, as follows: 
- Prior to exposure of the USTF concept, respondents 
were given descriptions and admission prices for 
five major attractions, and asked to allocate 100% 
of their time among these alternatives. 
After exposure to the USTF tape, a second time 
allocation incorporating USTF was completed. 
a. Pre-Exposure 
Looking at the time allocation for Walt Disney 
attractions prior to seeing the USTF tape, we note 
that 50% of the time was given to Disney in 1983 
versus 54% in 1980 -- a small decrease. However, 
while in 1980 all of time went to the Magic Kingdom, 
* Respondents asked to divide 100 time units among specific 
attractions to indicate the relative amount of time they 
would spend on each. 
12 
in 1983 it was about evenly divided between EPCOT and 
Magic Kingdom. Thus, EPCOT is drawing time away from 
Magic Kingdom, more so than from competitive attractions. 
b. Post-Exposure 
The strength of interest in the USTF concept is seen 
in the high proportion of time allocated toward this 
attraction. In total, USTF received 35% of Orlando 
entertainment time in 1983 -- up from 27% in 1980. As 
might be expected given the dominance of Disney in Orlando, 
a fairly large portion of this came at the expense of the 
two Walt Disney attractions, although other area entertainment 
vehicles suffered as well. 
In 1980, the post measure for EPCOT was based on a written 
concept (as was that for USTF). At that time, EPCOT drew 
a substantial 29% time allocation as a new concept. As a 
reality, however, EPCOT loses interest to USTF, generating 
only 21% of time for Orlando entertainment. 
13 
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Table 3 
TIME ALLOCATION FOR MAJOR ATTRACTIONS 
PRIOR TO UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA CONCEPT EXPOSURE 
(Base: Total Sample) 
Total Walt Disney 
WOW Magic Kingdom 
EPCOT 
Busch Gardens 
Sea World 
Circus World 
Other 
1983 
(250) 
% 
59 
28 
31 
14 
13 
6 
8 
1980 
(1,021) 
% 
54 
54 
12 
17 
8 
9 
14 
(" . ·. Table 4 
ALLOCATION OF TIME 
AMONG MAJOR ATTRACTIONS* 
Before After 
(Base: Total Sample) Extosure . 250) Extosure 250) 
% % 
Universal Studios Tour Florida ® 
EPCOT 31 21 
WOW Magic Kingdom 28 19 
Busch Gardens 14 (9 
Sea World 13 ~ 
Circus World 6 4 
Other 8 5 
( . 
Total Time = 100 ~; 100% 
* Represents share of 100 time units divided among attractions. 
· Percent 
Change 
+35% pts. 
-10 
- 9 
- 6 
- 5 
- 2 
- 3 
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Table 5 
TIME ALLOCATION FOR MAJOR ATTRACTIONS 
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA CONCEPT 
1983 1980 
(Base: Total Sample) (250) (1,021) 
% % 
Universal Studios Tour Florida 35 27 
Total Walt Disney 40 55 6 
EPCOT 21 29* 
WOW t~agi c Kingdom 19 26 
Busch Gardens 8 6 
Sea World 8 7 
\ .. Circus World 4 3 
Other 5 2 
* Based on exposure to EPCOT concept statement. 
• 16 
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3. Ranking of Major Attractions (Tables 6-9) 
When respondents were asked to rank the major attractions 
from first to sixth choice, we saw extremely strong perform-
ance for USTF. 
- In 1983, 60% selected USTF as their first choice 
attraction, followed by 19% for Magic Kingdom 
and 18% for EPCOT. 
Compared to 1980, we see a radical improvement for USTF 
and significant drops for the Walt Disney p~operties. This 
may reflect several possibilities, including the current 
use of audio-video tape versus a written concept with audio, 
experience with the Walt Disney attractions creating a 
desire for something totally new on another visit and some 
possible halo effect based on the interviewing situation. 
Nonetheless, it does show a very strong level of interest 
in USTF. 
Again, interest was strong among all key sub-groups. 
17 
Table 6 
RANK ORDER CHOICE OF SIX ATTRACTIONS IN 1983 
Percent Selecting Attraction As: 
First Second Third First, Second 
Choice Choice Choice Or Third Choice 
(Base: Total Sample) (250) (250) (250) (250) 
% '% % % 
Universal Studios Tour Florida @9] 23 11 94 
WOW Magic Kingdom 19 28 34 81 
EPCOT 18 34 21 ® 
Sea World 2 4 14 20 
Busch Gardens 1 9 16 26 
Circus World * 2 4 6 
o = Significantly higher at ~he 95 ~ level of confidence. 
! . () = Significantly lower than USTF, at the 95% level of confidence. 
* = Less than one-half of one percent. 
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Table 7 
""'•· '" · 
RANK ORDER OF KEY ATTRACTIONS 1983 VS. 1980 
Universal 
Studios Tour Magic 
Florida Kingdom EPCOT 
1983 
1st Choice 60% 19% 18% 
Top 3 choices 94 81 73 
1980 
1st Choice 24 48 26 
Top 3 choices 82 90 76 
19 
Table 8 
FIRST CHOICE OF 
PRI MARY ATTRACTIONS--1983 VERSUS 1980 
1983 1980 
(Base: Total Sample) (250) (1,021) 
% % 
Universal Studios Tour Florida ~ 24 
WOW Magic Kingdom @ 48 
EPCOT @ 26 
o = Significantly higher than 1980 at the 95% level of confidence. 
() = Significantly lower than 1980 at the 95% level of confidence. 
20 
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FIRST CHOICE OF 
PRIMARY ATTRACTIONS BY KEY SUB-GROUPS 
Percent Selecting 
Each Attraction as "First Choicei' 
Universal 
Studios WOW Magic 
Tour Fla. Kingdom EPCOT 
Total Sample (250) 60% 19% 18 ~la 
Age 
29 or younger (103) 60 18 18 
30-49 (92) 52 25 20 
50+ (55) 73 7 16 
Sex 
Male (118) 59 17 21 
Female (132) 61 20 15 
EPCOT Experience 
I . Already visited (160) 57 20 19 
Plan to visit (96) 68 15 16 
Plan to Revisit Orlando 
Next 2 years (154) 69 14 14 
2 or more years (90) 48 27 22 
21 
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4. Definite Vs. Optional Visitation (Tables 10-12) 
Respondents were asked which of the six major attractions 
studied they would definitely visit and which they would 
forego, based first on time limitations, and then based orr 
limited availability of funds. 
The results of these queries again point to the strong 
appeal generated by the USTF concept. In both cases, virtually 
all respondents (95-96%) indicated they would definitely 
visit the Universal attraction, while 3 in 10 people opted to 
forego EPCOT, and ·almost 4 in 10 would eliminate the Magic 
Kingdom if time and/or funds were limited. 
Once again, USTF fared competitively better in 1983 than in 
1980 on the basis of definite versus optional visitation due 
to timing constraints. At that time, some 8 in 10 Orlando 
visitors (79%) said they would definitely visit the Universal 
attraction if their time was limited. This level was only 
slightly better than the level of definite intent generated 
by the Disney vehicles (71-72%) . 
• 22 
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Table 10 
DEFINITE VERSUS OPTIONAL VISITATION 
OF ATTRACTIONS IF TIME WERE LIMITED 
Definite 
(Base: Total .Sample) (250) 
% 
Universal Studios Tour Florida [§J 
EPCOT 68 
WOW Magic Kingdom 64 
Sea World 22 
Busch Gardens 17 
Circus World 4 
Oetional 
(250) 
% 
4 
32 
36 
78 
83 
96 
o = Significantly higher versus other attractions, at the 95% 
level of confidence. 
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Table 11 
DEFINITE VERSUS OPTIONAL VISITATION 
OF ATTRACTIONS IF FU NDS WERE LIMITED 
Definite 
(Base: Total Sample) (250) 
% 
Uni versa 1 Studios Tour Florida ~ 
EPCOT 65 
WOW Magic Kingdom 63 
Sea World 21 
Busch Gardens 14 
Circus World 2 
O~tional 
(250) 
% 
5 
35 
37 
79 
86 
98 
o =Significantly higher versus other attractions, at the 95% 
level of confidence. 
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Table 12 
DEFINITE VISITATION OF 
ATTRACTIONS IF TIME WERE LIMITED--1983 VERSUS 1980 
1983 
(Base: Total Sample) (250) 
% 
Universal Studios Tour Florida ~ 
EPCOT 68 
WOW Magic Kingdom 64 
Sea World 22 
Busch Gardens 17 
Circus World 4 
o = Significantly higher versus 1980, at the 
95% level of confidence. 
1980 
(1,021) 
% 
79 
71 
72 
16 
14 
3 
25 
5. Time Trade-Off Statements (Tables 13 and 14) 
Respondents were given several scenarios regarding time 
allocations in the Orlando area. These reflected willingness 
to trade-off time between major attractions and the 
opportunity for Universal to attract people to Orlando. 
In terms of the former, we see 
a strong willingness to give up minor 
attractions in order to ensure time at USTF, 
Magic Kingdom and EPCOT, suggesting these to 
be the primary triumvirate · in the market; 
a willingness by about half of respondents 
I \ . 
to sacrifice some time at the Disney operations 
to make time for USTF; 
a strong feeling by over half of the people 
that USTF would either be worth another trip 
or be a reason for spending more time in 
Orlando. 
Thus, we see a clear indication that USTF is both a strong 
competitive attraction, as well as one that can enhance 
visitation to the area. 
26 
::._ .... The ability to attract visitors to Orlando is further 
shown in response to the question regarding whether USTF 
is a primary or secondary reason to visit Orlando. Here 
we see that 60% of our sample felt that USTF would be a 
primary reason. 
27 
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Tab·l e 13 
TIME ALLOCATION TRAOE-OFFS 
(Base: Total Sample) 
Wou.ld spend less time at other 
attractions to allow more time 
at WOW Magic Kingdom, EPCOT and 
Universal Studios Tour Florida 
Universal Studios Tour Florida 
would be worth making another 
trip to Orlando 
With the opening of Universal Studios 
Tour Florida, would plan on spending 
more time in Orlando 
Would spend less time at WOW Magic 
Kingdom to allow more time for 
Universal Studios Tour Florida 
Would spend less time at EPCOT to 
allow more time for Universal 
Studios Tour Florida 
Would spend less time at WOW Magic 
Kingdom to allow more time for EPCOT 
Percent Saying 
"A~ree stronrls'' 
19 3 9u 
(250) (1,021) 
% % 
73 N.A. 
41 
55 N.A. 
28 
45 N.A. 
34 33 
o = Significantly higher than 1980 at the 95% level of confidence. 
N.A. = Not asked. 
• 28 
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Table 14 
IMPACT OF UNIV~RSAL STUDIOS TOUR 
FLORI DA ON FUTURE VISITATION TO ORLANDO 
(Base: Total Sample) 
Universal Studios Tour Florida would 
be primary reason to come to Orlando 
Would visit Universal Studios Tour 
Florida because already here in 
Orlando 
No answer 
1983 
(250) 
. % 
40 
* 
1980 
(1,021) 
% 
43 
57 
o Significantly higher versus 1980 at the 95% level of confidence 
* = Less than one-half of one percent. 
29 
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B. DIAGNOSITCS 
In this section, we will examine the strengths and weaknesses of 
the Universal concept in terms of: 
• appeal of specific features; 
• perceived appeal of features to children; 
• understanding of the ideas and impact of the 
ideas communicated by the concept; 
• imagery of USTF vis-a-vis competition. 
1. Ratings of Specific Concept Features (Tables 15-17) 
Using a 4-point scale, respondents were asked to indicate the 
appeal of eleven specific USTF features. 
Looking at the critical 11 appeals a lot 11 ratings generated (i.e., 
top-box scores), we see that all features were appealing to at 
least half of the respondents. 
Areas of highest appeal tended to center on the charisma of movie-
making via seeing how scenery is developed, and how movies and TV 
shows are made. Further, there was high positive response for 
shows involving audience participation. As might be expected, those 
features less specific to movie-making ~ se tended to have lesser 
strength of appeal (e.g., shops and restaurants). 
30 
While patterns of response to specific features were 
similar across age and sex groups, there were a few 
exceptions: 
• Men reacted much more favorably than women 
to the "Battle of Galactica". 
• Women were much more interested in the make-up 
show than were men. 
• Those 50 and older were much less interested 
in the "Jaws" and "Galactica" features and 
were much more interested in shops and restaurants 
than younger people. 
31 
( :. Table 15 
APPEAL OF SPECIFIC 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA FEATURES 
Attack by 11 JAWS 11 
Tram ride through back lot 
Make-up show 
Movie/TV making participation 
Stuntmen demonstration 
.. Battle of Galactica 11 
Learning to create illusions 
Amphitheatre for live concerts and shows 
Seeing how sound effects are added 
Shops and restaurants 
Live ani mal actors 
Percent Saying 
.. Appeals a Lot 11 
(250) 
78 ?0 
78 
72 
71 
70 
69 
65 
58 
57 
57 
54 
32 
Table 16 
... .. 
APPEAL OF SPECIFIC 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA FEATURES 
BY SEX OF RESPONDENT 
Percent Saying "Aeeeals 
Total 
Sample Men 
{250) m 
Attack by "JAWS" 78% . 81% 
Tram ride through back lot 78 81 
Make-up show 72 60 
Movie/TV making participation 71 70 
Stuntmen demonstration 70 70 
"Battle of Galactica" 69 ~ 
Learning to create illusions 65 68 
Amphitheatre fo~ live concerts and shows 58 52 
Seeing how sound effects are added 57 62 
Shops and restaurants 57 51 
Live animal actors 54 48 
o = Significantly higher at the 95% level of confidence. 
a Lot" 
Women 
TI32T 
74% 
74 
~ 
73 
71 
55 
62 
63 
53 
63 
60 
33 
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Table 17 
APPEAL OF SPECIFIC 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA FEATURES 
BY AGE OF RESPONDENT 
Percent Sating "Appeals a 
Total 29 Or 30 To 
Sample Younger 49 Years (250) ( 103) (92) 
Attack by "JAWS" 78~s 85% 80% 
Tram ride through back lot 78 74 79 
Make-up show 72 71 68 
Movie/TV making participation 71 69 73 
Stuntmen demonstration 70 73 68 
"Battle of Galactica" 69 76 75 
Learning to create illusions 65 59 68 
Amphitheatre for 
live concerts and shows 58 52 55 
Seeing hm" sound 
effects are added 57 57 60 
Shops and restaurants 57 48 54 
Live animal actors 54 56 48 
Lot" 
o = Significantly higher than other age groups, at the 95% level 
of confidence. 
()=Significantly lower than other age groups, at the 95% level 
of confidence. 
• 
50 or 
Older 
(55) 
@ 
82 
80 
73 
69 
@ 
67 
71 
53 
~ 
62 
34 
(. ·. 2. Perceived Appeal of Features to Children (Table 18) 
Respondents were asked which of the eleven features 
discussed above would appeal to children. 
Here we see some differences vis-a-vis which features 
adults like most, and which they think children would like. 
For example, animal actors had the least appeal to adults, 
yet they felt children would like animal actors best of all 
the eleven features discussed. 
Adults also felt children would be highly attracted to the 
features which contained action/animation 
11 Battle of Galactica" 
Attack by "Jaws" 
Stuntmen demonstration. 
While about two-thirds of the adults felt children would 
like the tram ride, this level of perceived appeal was lower 
than 'for adults. 
35 
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Adult 
Rank 
11 . 
6 
1 
5 
1 
4 
3 
9 
8 
7 
10 
Table 18 
PERCEPTIONS OF WHETHER SPECIFIC UNIVERSAL 
STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA ATTRACTIONS WOULD APPEAL TO CHILDREN 
Live animal actors 
..Battle of Galactica .. 
Attack by 11 JAWS 11 
Stuntmen demonstration 
Tram ride through back lot 
Movie/TV making participation 
Make-up show 
Seeing how sound . effects are added 
Amphitheatre for live concerts and shows 
Learning to create illusions 
Shops and restaurants 
Percent Saying 
liWould Appeal to Children .. 
(250) 
93% 
92 
87 
84 
68 
67 
65 
50 
43 
38 
. 34 
36 
3. Correct Interpretation of Concept (Tables 19 and 20) 
The video tape clearly conveyed the basic idea of ''seeing how 
films are made without going to Hollywood" and did well in 
communicating th?t USTF would be used at least sometimes for 
actual production. 
Compared to 1980 data, we see that the new concept more 
effectively positions USTF as a facility that will be used for 
actual filming -- an image which positively affects interest 
in the attraction. 
However, while the majority (about three-fourths of the 
respondents) understood that at least some filming would take 
place, some confusion stil_l exists as to whether to classify 
USTF as an entertainment attraction or as a real movie studio. 
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Table 19 
VALIDITY OF SPECIFIC 
STATEMENTS ABOUT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
Percent Saying Statement Is 11 True" 
(Base: Total Sample) 
You can see how films are made 
without going to Hollywood 
It is operated by the same people as 
the Universal Studios Tour in 
Hol fywood 
You might see well-known 
personalities during your visit 
TV Shows and movies will be made 
at Universal Studios Tour Florida 
It is entertainment attraction, not 
a real movie and television studio 
1983 1980 
(250) (1,021) 
% % 
99 93 
93 88 
65 
45 
93 
o = Significantly higher at the 95% level of confidence. 
0 = Significantly lower at the 95% level of confidence. 
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Table 20 
POSSIBLE POSITI VE H~PACT 
OF SELECT STATEMENTS BEING TRUE 
·You can see how films 
are made without going 
to Hollywood 
It is operated by the 
same people as the 
Universal Studios 
Tour in Hollywood 
You might see well-
known movie and TV 
personalities during 
visit 
TV shows and movies 
will be made at USTF 
in Orlando 
It is an entertainment 
attraction not a real · 
movie and Tv-5tudio 
Total That 
Feel Statement 
Is True 
(250) 
% 
99 
93 
79 
76 
54 
Percent of Those Saying ,.True,. 
Indicating It Would Have 
A Strong Positive Effect 
66% 
45 
60 
53 
36 
.. 39 
4. Attraction Imagery (Table 21) 
Using a 5-point scale ranging from 11 applies completely~~ to 
"does not apply at all", respondents were asked to rate USTF, 
Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom and EPCOT on eleven attributes. 
In net, Universal achieved strong ratings on critical basic 
theme park benefits/features relating to ... 
cleanliness; 
good value; 
courtesy of personnel; 
having one all-inclusive price. 
USTF also was well perceived on attributes deemed moderately 
important by Orlando visitors: 
unique; 
fun for adults. 
It was also \<Jell rated on "offering ability to participate in 
attractions .. -- an item of lesser overall importance. 
On a comparative basis versus EPCOT, USTF equals of exceeds this 
attraction on all basic attributes, and does significantly better 
than EPCOT on being ... 
fun fnr chilrlren: 
more fu n than educational; 40 
:: ........ ... 
providing the ability to participate; 
having live shows. 
EPCOT was significantly higher in being seen as more educational 
(the least important attribute for a theme park) than either 
USTF or Magic Kingdom, an aspect that could negatively impact its 
image in fun related areas. 
Thus, some key advantages for USTF vis-a-vis EPCOT are all 
family appeal, fun and offering unique participatory benefits. 
Compared to Magic Kingdom, we again see good performance 
for USTF on all basic attributes. Further, USTF achieves 
stronger imagery than r~agi c Kingdom on ... 
uniqueness; 
fun for adults; 
ability to participate; 
live shows. 
As might be expected, Magic Kingdom outperforms both USTF and 
EPCOT on being fun for children, and on being more fun than 
educational. 
In sum, the strong interest for USTF appears to stem from its 
ability to create a perception of uniqueness, and its ability 
41 
( to offer something to both adults and children. Further, 
the concentration on live shows and on participation clearly 
sets it apart from the more automated/animated Disney approach. 
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Table 21 
CURRENT THEME PAR K IMAGERY 
(Percent Saying Statement .. Applies Completely .. ) 
(Base: Total Sample) 
Has one all-inclusive price 
Facilities are kept clean 
Unique attraction 
Good value for the money 
Fun for adults 
Personnel are courteous and friendly 
Can participate in attractions 
Has live shows 
Fun for children 
More fun than educational 
More educational than fun 
Universal 
Studios 
Tour Fla. 
(250) 
% 
86 
79 
rm 
~ 
7.3 
70 
~ 
~ 
55 
23 
21 
WDH Magic 
Kingdom 
(250) 
% 
78 
81 
® 
65 
@ 
74 
16 
35 
~ §] . 
5 
EPCOT 
(250 ) 
% 
80 
82 
69 
@ 
61 
70 
13 
@ 
@ 
(j) 
[!] 
*Percent rating theme park attribute "absolutely essential", in 1980 study. 
NA = Not available in 1980. 
o = Significantly higher at the 95% level of confidence. 
() = Significantly lower at the 95% level of confidence. 
1980 
Level of 
Importance* 
43 
NA 
69% 
44 
59 
43 
52 
16 
23 
48 
14 
9 
, . .,. . 
C. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ADMISSION PRICES (Table 22) 
To get some feel as to the role of admission price on attraction 
selection, respondents were asked to indicate level of agreement 
with five statements regarding this issue. 
For the majority of respondents, admission price did not appear 
to be a major determinant as to whether they would attend an 
attraction of interest. Thus, it appears that for the most part, 
when in Orlando, visitors do not let price keep them from attending 
attractions they want to see. 
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Table 22 "' .. 
EFFECT OF ADMISSION 
PRICES DN ATTRACTIONS VISITED 
(Base: Total Sample) 
I will pay a high admission price 
if I really want to see an attraction 
Cost is a major factor in deciding 
how many attractions I will see 
When on vacation, I don't worry a lot 
about admission prices to attractions 
I avoid some attractions because the 
price of admission is too high for 
the entertainment received 
Cost is a major factor in deciding 
which attractions I will see 
Percent Saying 
11 Agree Strongly" 
(250) 
% 
60 
35 
30 
30 
25 
45 • 
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McCOLLUM/SPIELMAN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
18 East 48th Street 
#M$7215 
MARCH 1983 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 1001? RESPOND ENT'S I.D. #: (1-4) 
( 212) 753-2400 
THEME PARK CONCEPT STUDY 
SCREENER 
TIME STARTED: ___ _ 
TlME STOPPED: ___ _ 
-TOTAL TIME IN 
M!NUTES: ____ (5,6) 
NAME: ________________ __;ADDRESS: _____________ _ 
CITY: STATE: _________ ZIP ____ (7-1l) 
TEL. #: !]kill 
N~E OF HOTEL STAYING AT=-----------------------~ 
INTeRVIEWED BY: DATE: ________ _ 
INDICATE RESPONDENT'S SEX: FEMALE ------ 1 {42) 
MALE -------- 2 
A. Hello, I'm with McCollum/Spielman Associates, a national 
marketing research company. We are conducting a survey among visitors to the Orlando 
area to learn about their opinions regarding the attractions here. The interview 
will take approximately a half hour, and each participant will receive $15.00 as a 
small token of our appreciation for their time. r •m sure you'll find the questions 
fun to answer. Would you be willing to participate? 
(CONTINUE) YES 
NO (ASK AGE AND NOTE AGE AND SEX ON REFUSAL 
TALLY SHEET. THEN, TERMINATE AND RECORD 
BELOW.) 
TERMINATE Q.A. -- REFUSED INTERVIEW 
01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (43-44) 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
B. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD A) First, please tell me if you cr any members of your family 
are employed in any of the occupations listed on t hi s card . 
Advertising, sales promotion, public 
relations ~r market rese~rch----------------------
Amusement or theme park-----------------------------
Newspaper publishing, radio or TV broadcasting------
Motion picture production or distribution-----------
TERMINATE Q. B -- OCCUPATION 
____...., 
1 i 
2 I 
_:_j 
(IF "YES" TO 
ANY, TERMINATE 
"AND RECORD 
BELOW) 
01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (45-46) 
21 22 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
#MS 7215 -2-
c. (HANU RESPONDENT CARD t3) Which of these attract1ons have you already visite:l 
on this trip? tRECORD BELOW UND~R COLUMN Q. C) 
D. And, which of these do you plan to see while you're here? 
(HECORD BELUW UNDEK COLU~1N Q. D) 
Busch Gardens ----------------------------
Cypress Gardens --------------------------
*EPCOT ------------------------------------
Circus World -----------------------------
Walt Disney world Magic Kingdom· ----------
Q. c 
ALREADY 
VISITED 
1 {47) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
INTERVIEWER: CHECK QUOTA GROUPS.· 
IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT VISITED OR 
DOES NOT PLAN TO VISIT EPCOT 
TERMINATE AND RECORD BELO~ 
TERMINATE Q. C -- OVER QUOTA "VISITED" 
Q. D 
PLAN 
TO 
VISIT 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(48) 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 l2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Z8 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
TERMINATE Q. 0 -- OVER QUOTA "PLAN TO VISIT" 
01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
TERMINATE Q. C & D -- HAVE NOT/WILL NOT VISIT EPCOT 
01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 I 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
E. Have you ever been to Orlando before this trip? 
YES----------1 (ASK QS. F- J) 
N0-----------2 lSKIP TO Q. K) 
F. How many times, excluding this trip, have you been to Orlando before? 
# Times: (56-57) 
( 49-50) 
{51-52) 
(53-54) 
(55) 
#MSi215 -3-
G. Wnen were you last in Orlando? 
Less than a year ago ------
A year ago ---------------- 2 
1 - 2 years ago ----------- 3 
2 .- 3 years ago----------- 4 
4 or more years ago ------- 5 
H. In total, how many days did you spend in Orlando the last time you were here? 
#Days: _________ (59-60) 
I. On this trip, are you staying in Orlando longer than last time? 
YES---------- 1 (ASK Q. J) 
NO ---------- 2 (SKIP TO Q. K) 
J. (IF YES TO Q. I:) Why _are you staying in Orlando longer than last time? 
K. Now. let's talk specifically about your current trip to Orlando. What was the 
primary reason for this trip? Was it for ... (READ LIST) 
(61} 
(52) 
{63) 
{64) 
(65) 
Vacation ----------------- (66) 
vacation and personal 2 
Vacation and business 3 
Business only ------------ 4 
Personal only ------------ 5 
TERMINATE Q. K -- BUSINESS OR PERSO~AL ONLY 
(TERMINATE ANU 
RECORD BELO\ol. 
DO NOT ERASE. 
START ~EW SCREENER.) 
(58) 
01 02 OJ 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 3J 34 JS 36 37 J8 3Y 40 
(67-68) 
TAKE RESPONDENT INTO 
MOTOR HCHE FOR 
Ti-lE INTERVIEW 
69-80 
I END CARD 
(• 
McCOLLUM/SPIELMAN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
18 East 48th Street 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017 
(212} 753-2400 
NANE= 
T~cXE PARK STUDY 
MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 
MS7215 
.MAI<CH 1983 
[ START CARJ 2 I 
la. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD C) Not including this trip, which of the attractions listed 
on this card have you ever visited? (CIRCLE BELOW UNDER COLU1~N Q. la) 
lb. Now that you're here in Orlando, which of these attractions have you already visited 
on this trip? (CIRCLE aELOW UNDE~ COLUMN 0. lb) 
lc. And, which other attractions do you plan to see while here? (CIRCLE BELOW UNDER 
COLUr·1N Q. 1 c) 
FOR EACH PLACE/SITE t~ENTIONED IN Q'S. lb/c, ASK Q'S 2a/2b 
2a. How many days, in total, did you or ·,o~ill you spend at (ATIRACTIO~ FROM Q'S. lb/c)? 
·(RECORD BELOW UNDER COLUMN Q. 2a FOR EACH ATTRACTION MENTiONED IN Q'S. lb/c) 
FOR EACH BOXED ATTRACTION NOT CIRCLED IN Q. lb or Q. lc, ASK: 
2c. You say you have not already visited or do not plan to visit (ATTRACTION) on this 
trip. Is this because you do not have the time, or because it does not interest you, 
or do you feel it is not worth the cost, or because you've already seen it? (CIRCLE 
ONE ANSHER BELOW UNDER Q. 2c FOR EACH BOXED ATTRACTION riOT MENTIC'NED IN Q' S 1 b~ 
...L.lL JL..lL o. 1c Ll!. o. 2!2 ?LAN 
0. 2c 
NOI 
EVE~ AlREADY iO 7:li~L KNEW OEC!nEO 1'10 NO 'liORTH AL!:I~OY 
:illlli.Q. YllillQ ill!.! :~YS BEFORE ~ T !~E .lli.!illll fQE St. \I iT 
Bus en Garcens (Tam;a) 
----
1 ( 5) 1 (7) 1 (9) I __ (11) z (27) z 4 (34) 
Cypress Gardens 
----------
~ 2 __ (12) z (25) 4 \35; 
E?COT -------------------- J __ (lJ) 2 (2S) .; (36) 
~enn!c!y ')pace Canter ----- 4 __ ll4) z (30) 4 (37) 
C I I'C!.IS '.iorla 
-------------
5 __ (15) 2 (J1) .; (38j 
Sea world ;,t noriaa ·---- 6 __ (16) z (32) 4 \39) 
'.lalt OisM:t \Ioria 
__ (17) (33) ~~agi c Kinqcrm 
----------
; l 4 ~~) 
Stars Ha 11 of !=arr.e 
-------
a 8 __ (18) 
14ys t!!"'J i'un House ·------- 9 9 __ (19) 
\let . ~~· '.Oild ·------------ 0 __ ( 2~) 
Wi ngs and \lh!e i s -------- .. 1 (II) 1 (8) 1 (lO) 
--
f Z!} 
c :::.~rch Str~!t StH;on 
----
z ~ (22) --
GHJr 1 an1 
----------------
3 
--
( 23) 
Me!Q o:J:~niol ·~a rd~ n s 
---
4 __ ( 24) 
Silver ~or 1 n-;s 
__ ( 25) ( Aee~i ·.1~cni J 
----------
5 
Ot!'1er ( SP~C: .='1: ) 
__ (2El 
#f1S721 5 
HAND RESPONDENT CONCEPTS FOR EACH OF THE 
ENTERTAINMENT PARKS LISTED IN Q. 3, AND 
ASK HER/HIM TO READ EACH. 
3. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD D SHOWING ONLY QUESTION 3} Taking the total time you 
would have to visit entertainment attractions as 100, how would you divide 
your time between Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom, EPCOT, Circus World, 
Sea World, Busch Gardens and other attractions? Please write in your 
answers on this card in the space provided. 
(RECORD ANSWERS BELOW.) 
Busch Gardens (Tampa J ------------- __ { 41-42) 
Ci reus World ----------:------------ __ { 43-44) 
EPCOT ----------------------------- _____ (45-46) 
Sea World ------------------------- __ {47-48) 
Walt Disney World 
2. 
:;: Magic Kingdom ------------------- __ (49-SOJ 
~ ~ Other ~ (51-52) 
MUST EQUAL = -roo-
4a. Now, I'd like to show you a tape describing a new themed attraction coming to 
the Orlando area. The name of this new attraction is UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR 
FLORIDA. 
PLAY T!PE I (AFTER TAPE IS COMPLETED, HAND RESPONDENT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR 
FLORID CONCEPT AND SAY:) This sums up the ideas in the film you just saw. (HAND 
RESPONDENT CARD E:) Now, using this card, please tell me if UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR 
FLORIDA were open now, how likely would you be to visit it? 
Definitely would visit ---------- 5 {53} 
Probably would visit ------------ 4 
Might or might not visit -------- 3 
Probably would not visit -------- 2 
Definitely would not visit ------ 1 
4b. Why do you say (ANSWER TO Q. 4a)? {PROBE:) What else? 
--------------------------------------------------------'54} 
------------------------------------------------ (55) 
------------------------------------------------------------'56)------
____________________________________________________ (57} 
5. Please tell me everything you liked about UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
based on what you saw or heard? (PROBE:} What else? 
------------------------------------------------------- (58) ----
------------------------------------------------------ {59) 
------------------------------------------------------- (60) 
----------------~--------------------------------- (61) 
'. 
MS7215 
6. Please tell me everything you disliked about UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
based on .,.1hat you sa\'1 and heard? {PROBE:) What else? 
-~----------------------(62) 
----------~---------------------------------------(63) 
----------------------------------------< 64) 
----------------------------------------------------(65) 
INTERVIEWER: ASK Q. 7a THROUGH K BEFORE ASKING Q. 8. 
7. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD F) I'm going to describe some of the attractions or 
features that w1ll be offered as part of the UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
and, for each, please tell me how much that attraction or feature appeals 
to you personally. Does it have a lot of appeal, some appeal, a little 
appeal, or rio appeal at all? (READ EACH STATEi1ENT STARTING AT X'D STATEMENT 
AND CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH) 
8. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD G) Please tell me which of the attractions on this 
card would appeal to your children? Just read me the letter of the 
attraction(s). (RECORD BELmn 
3. 
Q. 7 ~- 8 PPEJ\L APPEALS TO ME ... 
START 
AT "X" 
[ ] a. You participate in or watch a live 
demonstration of how a movie 
[ ] b. 
[ ] c. 
[ J d. 
[ ] e. 
[ ] f. 
or TV show is filmed -----------------
You can attend a live show in 
which professional stun~~en 
demonstrate their skills -------------
You can attend a live animal 
show and see many of the animal 
actors which appear in ~ovie5 
and on TV shows ----------------------
You can learn how paintings are 
combined with photography to 
create the illusion of earth-
quakes or exotic locations -----------
On your guided tram ride through the 
tour, you are attacked by "Jaws," 
barely escape a collapsing bridge 
and are caught in an avalanche -------
You will see how sound effects -- from 
footsteps to fist fights, collisions 
to kisses -- are added to film and, 
perhaps, participate yourself--------
[ ] g. You can see or participate in how make-
up artists transform subjects from 
glamorous to grotesque, from young 
to old -------------------------------
[ ] h. You can take a guided tram ride 
through the studio bac k lot on 
~hich you will exper i ence 
thrilling speciai effects and 
recognize reconstruct i o~s of 
dczen5 of famous sets and movie 
streets -----------------------------
A NOT 
A LOT SOME UTILE AT ALL 
4 3 2 1 (66) 
4 3 2 1 (67) 
4 3 2 1 ( 68) 
4 3 2 1(69) 
4 3 2 1 (70) 
4 3 2 1 ( 71) 
4 3 2 1 (72) 
4 3 2 1 t73) 
TO 
CHI LOREN 
(74) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
e 
F.MS/21~ 
WS. 7 AND 8 (CONTINUED) 
START 
AT "X" 
[ J i. At the ~att1e of Ga1actica, you'll be 
swa1 lowed up by a giant Cy1on 
spaceship, and caught up in the 
most sophlsticated science-fiction 
laser battle sequences ever used 
in motion pictures and television ---
[ J j. Every building, shop and restaurant 
is designed to be an actual 
film set that can be used in 
making movies or TV shows -----------
[ J k. There is an amphitheatre for live 
concerts and shows ------------------
4 
4 
4 
Q. 7 
APPEALS TO ME ... 
3 2 
3 2 
2 
1 (75) 
(76) 
4. 
o. 8 
APPEAL 
TO 
CHILDREN 
(78) 
2 
l77) 3 
(79-80) 
I END CARD 2 I 
9. {HAND RESPONDeNT CARD D AGAIN, SHOWING QUESTIONS 3 AND 9) Again, taking the 
total time you would have to visit entertainment attractions as 100, how would 
you divide your time between Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom, EPCOT, Circus World, 
Sea World, Busch Gardens, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA and other attractions? 
(RECORD ANSWERS BELOW:) 
Busch Gardens (Tampa) ------------ __ ( 5-.6} 
Circus World --------------------- __ (7-8) 
EPCOT ---------------------------- _______ (9-10) 
Sea World ------------------------ _______ (11-12) 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA --- __ . ____ (13-14) 
Walt Disney World r-1agic Kingdom-- __ (15-16) 
Other (SPECIFY:) 
( 17-18) 
MUST EQUAL =-rao-
I CARD 3 I 
(··· 
MS7215 
10. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD H) I am going to read several statements that 
Universal Studios might make. Based on what you have seen and heard, 
please tell me, first, whether you consider the statement to be true 
or false, and then how your feeling about this affects your interest 
in visiting UNIVERSAl STUDWS TOUR FlORIDA. 
For example: (READ X'D STATEMENT) 
lOa. Do you consider this statement to be true or false based on 
what you have seen and heard? 
5. 
lOb. How does this perception affect your interest in visiting UNIVERSAL 
STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA. {REPEAT FOR ALL STATEi>IENTS) 
·g. lOa. Q. lOb. 
Neither 
Strong r~ocerate Positive Moderate Strong 
START Positive Positive Nor Negative Negative 
AT "X" True False Effect Effect Negative Effect 
[ ] You can see how films are 
made without going to 
Hollywood ---------------- 1 2 ( 19) 5 4 3 2 
] You might see well-known 
movie and TV person-
alities during your .visit- 1 2 (20) 5 4 3 2 
[ ] It is operated by the 
same people as the 
Universal Studios 
Tour in Hollywood-------- 1 2 (21) 5 4 3 2 
[ ] TV shows and movies will 
be made at UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
TOUR FLORIDA ------------- 1 2 (22) 5 4 3 2 
[ ] It is an entertainment 
attraction, not a real 
movie and televi~ion 
studio ------------------- 2 (23) 5 4 3 2 
lla. Have you ever been to Universal Studios Tour in Hollywood, California? (29) 
Yes ....•..••••. · 1 ~ASK Q. llb.) 
No .••..•••••••. 2 (SKIP TO Q. 12) 
Effect 
1 {24) 
1 (25) 
1 (26) 
1 (27) 
1{28) 
llb. How, - if at all, does that effect your interest in visiting UNIVERSAl STUDIOS 
TOUR FLORIDA? Does it have a (READ LIST AND CIRCLE BELOW)? 
Strong positive effect ••••...•••...•..• 
Moderate positive effect .....•.•.••.•... 
Neither positive nor negative effect ••... 
Moderate negative effect .•...•.••.•.•.... 
Strong negative effect ••.••.••.•.••••.••. 
5 (30) 
4 
3 
2 
1 
12. Based on what you have just seen and heard, wo~ld you consider UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
TOUR FLO~IDA a primary reason for ccming to Orlando, or would it be something 
you would consider seeing beca~se you are already here in Orlando? 
Primary reason to co~e • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . (31) 
Because already here::: .................. 2 
#MS7215 6. 
13. tHAND RESPONDENT CARD I) I'm going to read you several items describing 
how you m1ght allocate your time among attractions in Orlando. As I read 
each one, please tell me which statement on this card best describes how 
much you agree or disagree with it. (READ EACH STATEMENT. CIRCLE ONE 
ANSWER FOR EACH BELOW.) 
START Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
AT "X" Strongll Somewhat Somewhat Stron9ly 
[ ] I'd be willing to spend less time at 
Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom to 
allow more time for UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
TOUR FLORIDA ------------------------ 4 3 2 I (32) 
[ ] I'd be willing to spend less time at 
EPCOT to allow more time for 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA ------ 4 3 2 1 {33) 
[ ] I'd be willing to spend less time at 
other attractions to allow more time 
at Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom, 
EPCOT and UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR 
FLORIDA ----------------------------- 4 3 2 l34) 
[ ] I'd be willing to spend less time at 
Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom to 4 3 2 {35) 
allow more time for EPCOT -----------
[ ] UNIVERSAL STUDIOS fOUH FLORIDA 
would be worth making another trip 
to Orlando ------------------------- 4 3 2 1 (36} 
[ ] With the opening of UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
TOUR FLORIDA, I would plan on 
spending more time in Orlando ------ 4 J 2 , (37} 
, 
/- .. 
#MS7215 7. 
14~ Now, I'd l1ke to get your cp1r1on regarding some of the attractions we've been 
talking about, on specific characteristics. Since I asked the last person 
about some of the other parks in this area, I'd like to ask you about UNIVERSAL 
STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA, Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom and EPCOT. Please base 
your opinion of each of these attractions on everytning you've seen, heard or 
feel aoout that entertainmen: center. 
(SHUFFLE AND HAND RESPONOE~T CARD DECK AND RATING CARD J.) I'd like you to go 
through this deck of cards. As you read each card, please tell me the number 
from the scale on the rating card (POINT TO CARD I) that best indicates how 
you feel that characteristic applies to each attraction I ask you about. Let's 
start with (READ NAME OF ATTRACTION "X'D") Which number on the scale (RATING 
CARD J best describes how much you feel that characteristic applies to--
ATTI<ACTION)? 
INTERVIEWER: H VE RESPO~iOE iH RA EACH A AC I N ON TH FIRS CHARACTE!<ISfiC I 
BEFORE GOING ON TO THE NEXT CHARACTERISTIC. STA~T WITH ATTRACTION "X'D" FIRST. 
CONTINUE UNTIL All ATTRACTIOiiS HAVE BEEN RATED ON ALL CHARACTERISTICS. RECORD 
ANSWERS UNDER APPROPRIATE NAME BELOW. . 
RATING SCALE: 
5 =Applies completely 
, 4 = Applies very much 
3 =Applies somewhat 
2 = Hardly applies 
1 =Does not apoly at all 
STA l'Ei~ENTS 
START 
HERE: 
1. HAS LIVE SHOWS-------------------------------
2. HAS ATTRACTIONS YOU CAN 
PARTICIPATE IN -----------------------------
3. PARK PERSONNEL ARE COURTEOUS 
AND FRIENDLY -------------------------------
4. FACILITIES ARE KEPT CLEA~ --------------------
5. IS MORE EDUCATIONAL THAN FUN -----------------
6. IS MORE FUN THAN EDUCATIONAL -----------------
7. FUN FOR CHILDREN TO DO-----------------------
8. FUN FOI< ADULTS TO UO -------------------------
9. IS A GOOD VALUE FOR THE MONEY ----------------
10. IS A UNIQUE ATTRACTION/UNLIKE 
OTHER THE:r~E/Ar•1USS"'ENT PP.RKS ----------------
11. HAS ONE All-INCLUSIVE PRICE------------------
WALT 
UNIVERSAL DISNEY 
STUDIOS WORLD EPCOT 
t38) 
(39) 
(40) 
( 41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
( 47) 
(48) 
M$7215 
15a. ~H.D·.~~ ~ESD0~DE~T CAR.IJ K) 
15b. 
15c. 
15d. 
15e. 
15f. 
Taking everything into consideration, if you were going to visit all six 
attractions on this card, which one .,.10-uld be ·your ffrst .choice? (CIRCLE 
urWER COLUMN Q. 15a BELOW) . --
Wh1ch would be your second choice? (CIRCLE JNDER COLUMN Q. lSb BELOW) 
Which would be your third choice? (CIRCLE UNDER COLUi·iN g. 15c BELml) 
Which would be your fourth choice? (CIRCLE UNDER COLUMN Q. 15d BELOW} 
Which would be your fifth choice? (CIRCLE UNDER COLUMN g. 15e BELOH) 
Which would be your sixth choice? (CIRCLE UNDER COLUMN Q. 15f BELOW) 
~ L.l?.!?. ~ ~ ~ ELL. SECOND THIRD 
--
FIFTH 
Busch Gardens (Tampa) 
-------------
1(49) 1 (50) 1( 51) 1(52 J 1(53) 
Circus World ---------------------- 2 2 2 2 2 
EPCOT ~---------------------------- 3 3 3 3 3 
Sea World ------------------------- 4 4 4 4 4 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA ---- 5 5 5 5 5 
Walt Disney World r-1agic Kingdom --- 6 6 6 6 6 
H\. ( C:OrlTtNIIF WITH l.ARn K) 
If your time in Orlando was limited so that you might have to forego some 
attractions, which of these would you definitely go to see, and which would 
be optional based on the amount of time available? 
UEFINITELY 
WOULD GO OPTIONAL 
Busch Gardens tTampa} --------------- 2 t 55) 
Circus World ------------------------ 2 (56) 
EPCOT ------------------------------- 2 (57) 
Sea Worla --------------------------- 2 t58) 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA ------ 2 (59) 
Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom----- 2 (60) 
8. 
0. lSf 
SIXTH 
1(54) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
• 
(' .. · .. 
:,"- ,· 
Ha. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD I.) ! 'm going to read you a 1 ist of statements 
people have made concerning the admission cost to these attractions. As 
read each, I'd like you to tell me which statement on this card best 
9. 
describes the way you personally feel. (START AT "X'D" STATEt~ENT AND COrHlNUE 
UNTIL ALL STATEMENTS HAVE BEE N RATED . } 
AGREE 
START HERE STRONGLY 
I avoid some attractions 
because the price of ad-
mission is too high for the 
entertainment received ----- 4 
When on vacation, I 
don't worry a lot about 
admission prices to 
attractions ---------------- 4 
I will pay a high 
admission price if I 
really want to see an 
attraction ----------------- 4 
. Cost is a major factor 
in deciding how many 
attractions I will see ----- 4 
Cost is a major factor 
in deciding which attractions 
I will see-~----------- 4 
17b . (HAND RESPONDENT CARD K) 
AGREE 
SOMEWHAT 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
DISAGREE 
SOMEWHAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
If your funds for entertainment were limited so that you might have to forego 
some attractions, which of these would you definitely go to see, and which 
would be optional based on the amount of funds available? 
Busch Gardens (Tampa) ----------------
Circus World -------------------------
EPCOT --------------------------------
Sea World ----------------------------
UNI VERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA -------
Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom ------
DEFINITELY 
WOULD GO OPTIONAL 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
18a. How many days, in total, are you spending away from home on this trip? 
#Days: (72-73) 
--------------------------------
DISAGREE 
STRONGLY 
1 ( 61 ) 
1 (62) 
1 (63.) 
1 (64) 
1 (65) 
(56) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
( 71) 
18b. Are al l of these days being spent in Orlando. or have you spent, or plan to spend, 
any part of this trip elsewhere? 
All being spent here ----------1 (SKIP TO 19) 
Part be i ng spen t elsewhere ----2 (AS K Q. 18c 
18c. How many days wi l l be spen t in Orlando. and how many days wi l l be spen t in 
other pla ces ? (RECO RD BE LOW 0~ APPROP RIATE LI ME) 
Orlando ----------
• Other pl aces -----
Numbe r of davs 
( 75- 76 ) 
(77-78} 
I E~lD C.4.RD 
(74 } 
#MS7215 10. 
I START CARD 4 
19a. (ASK EVERYONE:) Do you think you will De corning ba:~ to Orlando? 
YES ------ 1 ~0 ------ 2 (SKI? TO Q. 21) 
19b. When do you plan to return to Orlando? 
Less than one year ----------- 1 
1 - 2 years ------------------ 2 
2 - 3 years ------------------ 3 
4 years or more -------------- 4 
20. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD L) Which of these changes ~culd induce you to spend 
more time in Orlando than you did on this trip? 
More attractions ------------------ 1 
Less expensive attractions -------- 2 
Less exoensive hotels ------------- 3 
Less expensive restaurants -------- 4 
More facilities for vacation 
activities at hotels . (tennis, 
golf, swimming, etc.J ----------- 5 
(5) 
(6) . 
(7) 
21a. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD M} By the way, excluding this trip, have you ever 
visited any amusement or theme parks such as the ones on this card or others? 
YES ---------- 1 (ASK Q. 21 b) 
NO ----------- 2 (SKIP TO CLASS DATA) 
2lb. Which of these amusement or theme parks have you vis~ted in the past, 
that is, on other trips aside from this one? 
DisneyLand (California)------------------------------------------
Knott's Berry Farm (California ---------------------------------- 2 
Universal Studios Tour (California) ----------------------------- 3 
Sea World in San Diego (California) ----------------------------- 4 
Six Flags Over Texas -------------------------------------------- 5 
Astroworld (Houston, Texas) ------------------------------------- 6 
Six Flags Over Georgia ------------------------------------------ 7 
Six Flags' Great Adventure (New Jersey} ------------------------- 8 
Kings Dominion tVirginia) --------------------------------------- 9 
Kings Island (Cincinnati, Ohio) ----------------------------~---- 0 
Marriott's Great America (Gurnee, Illinois} ---------------------
The Old Country Busch Gardens 
(Williamsburg, Virginia).-------------------------------------- 2 
Upryland (Nashville, Tennessee) --------------------------------- 3 
Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio) ------------------------------------ 4 
Other ----------------------------------------------------------- 5 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
#MS7215 
Now, just a few questions for classification only. 
22. What method of transportation did you use to get to Orlando? 
Plane ------------------- 1 
Car --------------------- 2 
Train ------------------- 3 Other (SPECIFY:) 
_________ 4 
23. What method of transportation are you using to get around the Orlando 
area? 
Own car ---------------------- 1 
Rental car ------------------- 2 
Hotel bus or courtesy car ---- 3 
Public transportation -------- 4 
Other lSPECIFY:) 
---------------------------------------- 4 
24. Are you traveling alone, or did anyone else accompany you on this trip? 
11. 
(11) 
( 12) 
Traveling alone-------------- (SKIP TO Q. 27) (13} 
Traveling with others -------- 2 (ASK Q. 25) 
25. How many people, including yourself, are in your party? 
Number: _________ _ 
26. How many are (READ EACH TYPE OF PERSON LISTED AND RECORD NUMBER OR CIRCLE 
"NONE". TOTAL MUST EQUAL NUMSER IN Q. 25) 
# NONE 
Children under 3 ---------------- ____ _ 
Children 3 to 11 ---------------- ____ _ 
Children 12 to 17 --------------- ____ ___ 
(INCLUDE Spouse -------------------------- ____ _ 
RESPONDENT HERE)---;> Other adults 18+ ---------------- __ _ 
27. What was the highest grade of school you completed? 
Some grammar school ------------
Completed grammar school ------- 2 
Some high school --------------- 3 
Completed high school ---------- 4 
Some college ------------------- 5 
College grad~ate --------------- 6 
Postgraduate ------------------- 7 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
{ 14) 
( 15) 
{ 1 c) 
( 17} 
("18) 
(19) 
(20) 
#MS7215 
28. Who i~ your household is employed? tCIRCLE All THAT APPLY) 
Male head of household ------------
Female head of household ---------- 2 
(DO NOT READ) Retired --------------------------- 3 
Unemployed -------------------------4 
12. 
{ 21) 
29. (IF PRESENTLY WORKING, ASK:) What is the occupation of the male head of the 
house? 
30. (IF PRESENTLY WORKING, ASK:) What is the occupation of the female head 
of the house? 
(22) 
(23) 
31. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD N) Which category describes your agE? (READ LIST) 
Under 20 -------------------------
20 - 24 -------------------------- 2 
25 - 29 -------------------------- 3 
30 - 34 -------------------------- 4 
35 - 39 -------------------------- 5 
40 - 44 -------------------------- 6 
45 - 49 -------------------------- 7 
50 - 54 -------------------------- 8 
55 - 59 -------------------------- 9 
60 - 64 -------------------------- 0 
65 or over ----------------------- X 
(24) 
32. (HAND ~ESPONOE~T CARD 0) Which of the categories on this card do you feel best 
describes your total annual household income? 
Under $10,000 --------------------
$10,000 - $14,999 ---------------- 2 
SlS,OOO - $19,999 ---------------- 3 
$20,000 - $24.999 ---------------- 4 
s,s.ooo $29,999 ---------------- 5 
$30,000 - $39,999 ---------------- 6 
$40,000 - $49,999 ---------------- 7 
sso.ooo - $59,999 ---------------- 8 
$60,000 - $69,999 ---------------- 9 
$70,000 and over ----------------- 0 
(25) 
Thank you so mu ch for your coo perat ion. You've be2n ex :re~ely helpful. { G!VE RESPC~OENT 
GRArU!TY A~J ~AV~ H ER / HI~ SIGN ~EC ~ !PT) 
c..;Ro .: 
26-B·J 
CIRCUS WORLD 
CIRCUS WORLD offers an exciting day of circus fun for 
everyone. See the circus extravaganza on the day the 
circus comes to town; see live circus shows in the big 
tent, enjoy exciting rides. 
A full day of fun with rides, attractions and live 
entertainment, just 35 minutes from Orlando. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
Adults 
Children 3-11 years) 
$11.50 
$10.50 
EPCOT CENTER 
EPCOT CENTER is a new Disney entertainment attraction 
in the Orlando area. EPCOT is designed to allo\v visitors 
to experience the innovative products, systems and 
technologies of the future, and to experience life around 
the world through a permanent international exposition. 
In addition, there are themed rides for the family. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
Adults (18 years and over) $15.00 
Juniors (12-17 years) $14.00 
Children (3-11 years) $12.00 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR FLORIDA is a new family entertainment 
attraction which will be opening in the Orlando area. Universal 
Studios Tour Florida is designed to provide visitors with a 
behind-the-scenes look at how movies and television shows are made. 
In addition to a guided tour through a re-creation of Universal 
Studios Back Lot, there will be live shows and exhibits for you 
and your family to participate in and visit. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
General Admission (12 years and over) 
Children (3-11 years) 
$11 . 50 
$ 9.50 
/. . . ·
t:-- ... (· 
BUSCH GARDENS/TAMPA 
BUSCH GARDENS/TAMPA is a 300-acre African motif theme park, 
90 minutes from Orlando. A sky ride, monorail or African 
steam locomotive gets you and your family close to hundreds 
of free-roaming animals including lions, elephants, zebras, 
monkeys and alligators. 
Other attractions include exciting roller coaster and log 
flume rides, magic and animal shows, and a tour of the Busch 
bre\-Jery. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
Adults 
Children (3-11 years) 
$12.50 
$12.50 
f • •. i• . 
\ ·. :·~. 
SEA WORLD 
SEA WORLD is the largest theme park devoted to marine 
life in the world. 
At SEA WORLD you and your family can enjoy hours of fun 
visiting the 150,000 gallon salt water aquarium and exhibits 
of exotic birds and fish, seeing live shows performed by 
killer whales, dolphins, sea lions and others, feeding animals 
and sea creatures and watching a thrilling water-ski and speed-
boat show. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
Adults 
Children (3-11 years) 
$11.50 
$10.50 
(.: 
'· . ·._ 
i :._. ~ -
( ' 
WALT DISNEY WORLD MAGIC KINGDOM 
WALT DISNEY WORLD MAGIC KINGDOM is a world of fun for 
everyone in the family. There is entertainment and 
adventure in the Magic Kingdom theme park, and you can 
enjoy outdoor recreation at River Country as well as the 
beautiful hotels right on the grounds. 
Cost of average day for admission and attractions: 
Adults (18 years and older) $15.00 
Juniors (12-17 years) $14.00 
Children (3-11 years) $12.00 

